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“Through working in partnership with

How can Getfeedback help you?
Implementing a robust and recognised behavioural
framework
Getfeedback helps small and large organisations:
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Caroline Pear, Practice Development Man-
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Getfeedback we have put in place the
building blocks which will enable us to
achieve a significant and measurable
improvement in employee performance. In
addition, we are also increasing
opportunities for our employees to
develop and improve both their
behavioural and technical skills."
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When introducing or adapting the Schroder framework to your
organisation, our consultants will work closely with your teams and
involve your people. This ensures that the competencies are fully
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understood, accepted and embedded within your organisation.

Implementing a leading edge 360º feedback survey
Getfeedback’s off-the-shelf 360º feedback surveys have been
designed

around

the

Schroder
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Managerial

Competencies. The insight gained from the surveys leads to greater
personal career success for the individual and enhanced performance

What next?
To find out more about the Schroder High Performance Managerial Competencies or if you are looking to introduce or
upgrade your competency framework, contact James Shimmen at james.shimmen@getfeedback.net or call us on
01491 845532.
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